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Tagline: 
A week of vacation... A lifetime to unpack.

Genre:
Drama, Dramedy

Summary/Logline:
AN ORDINARY FAMILY is a humorous drama about one family, two brothers and a really 
big problem. The Biederman's annual family reunion gets rocky when Seth arrives with his 
new boyfriend. No one bats an eye except his brother Thomas, a married man of the cloth. 
Despite a well meaning attempt to surprise everyone, things do not go as planned, throwing 
Thomas and the family into an awkward weeklong vacation where everyone has problems 
and no one wants to talk about them.

Language:
English

Country:
USA

Length:
92 minutes
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THE STORY
(warrning - spoiler alert!)

The Biedermanʼs yearly vacation has begun! Thomas plays with the kids outside while the rest of 
the family prepares dinner. Meanwhile, his estranged brother Seth and boyfriend William stand on 
the front porch debating whether or not to go in. Surprisingly, Seth confesses that his family does 
not know they are coming. And, to make matters worse, they donʼt have a clue about William or that 
Seth is gay. “Ding-Dong”.

Dinner is an awkward disaster. Offended by stories of how the boys met, Thomas canʼt contain his 
anger any longer than the main course and rails against the unexpected guests. Clearly not 
welcome, Seth and William take off to grab a drink downtown.

The next morning tensions have seemingly cooled and the family prepares for fun at the lake. 
Thomas is called into work at the church; proving a man of the cloth is never truly off-duty. Unfazed 
but not unnoticed the family goes on without him. 

Mattie and William bond over bloody maryʼs and stories of other failed first impressions. Seth and 
Mom play with the kids in the ʻTepid Tubʼ. Brother-in-law Chris and sister Sharon  figure out how to 
make swinging in a hammock hazardous for your health.

While preparing for family night Thomas attempts an apology only to be brushed off by Seth. 
Afterwards, a recurring tradition continues when the adults abscond to the hot tub for wine and talk. 
Thomas, who now feels like the one who is uninvited leaves the hot tub fun, to finish his Sunday 
sermon upstairs. Chris ultimately ends up alone in the hot tub with William, forcing him to face his 
shirtless and slightly homophobic fears.  Pure Awkward bliss.

The next morning Mom pitches a kickball game at the lake and everyone enjoys the day, until 
Thomas catches a glimpse of his brother stealing a kiss at third base. When he vents to his wife 
Mattie, she challenges him to admit that the issue runs deeper than differing theology, “Why donʼt 
you just talk to him?”.

The next morning a fight between the two brothers erupts as they return from a less than sporting 
jog.  It is revealed in their heated discussion that Seth actually came out to Thomas nine months 
ago. Then, in light of Thomasʼ judgement Seth seemingly abandoned his church job, family and 
even God by moving away.  Tensions high, both refuse to cross each otherʼs lines.

The brothers each go their separate ways and end up in the most unlikely of places. Thomas ends 
up sharing a beer with William in the gay bar, while Seth sings a private hymn at the piano of his 
brotherʼs empty church.

Early the next morning Seth surprises Thomas as he prepares for the Sunday service. No words 
necessary, the brothers end their feud with a simple and overdue hug.

The Biederman family vacation comes to a close with a final talent show. Outside Chris and William 
share one last cigarette. Despite their differences the brothers sit in the kitchen and share a beer.
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ABOUT THE CAST

Troy Schremmer (THOMAS)
Troy works with children at a church in NYC, playing guitar, singing songs and telling 
stories. In another life, Troy was an actor who performed in the plays of Shakespeare 
and such. He even got to be in a movie with his wife, Janelle, called CHALK. The two of 
them are raising their son, Huck, in NYC and occasionally they write plays together. He 
will star in their latest, "The Ballad of Rusty and Roy," at this summer's New York 
International Fringe Festival. His awards include the Stargazer Award for best acting at 

the GenArt festival, as well as being a part of 5 ensemble awards for CHALK.

Greg Wise (SETH)
An Ordinary Family is Greg Wise's debut in a feature film.  His background is in live 
theatre, where he has worked in regional theatres around his home state of Texas the past 
15 years.

Janelle Schremmer (MATTIE)
Janelle Schremmer received her MFA in Acting from the University of Texas at Austin and 
studied with Uta Hagen in New York City. She has worked with HB Studio, Mabou Mines, 
Theatre for a New Audience, New Georges, Mill Mountain Theatre, Dodger Theatricals 
and more. She played Coach Webb in Mike Akelʼs independent feature CHALK. She and 
husband Troy's original play "The Ballad of Rusty and Roy" will be seen in this summer's 

New York International Fringe Festival. She has also been a part of 5 ensemble awards for CHALK.

Chad Miller (WILLIAM)
Chad Miller is a lapsed academic who is returning to acting via film, television, and the 
Upright Citizens Brigade stage. You can catch his mug on Celebrity Ghost Stories, as 
well as commercials for Who Wants To Be A Millionaire Video Game and a web vignette 
series for Allstate. Upcoming projects for this native Texan include a "superhero" web 
series entitled Team Allies and two self-penned adventures.

Steven Schaefer (CHRIS)
Steven is a multitalented workhouse. He has worked as a D.P. on multiple projects 
including director Mike Akel's previous film CHALK, been a multimedia producer and 
currently works in the video game world converting games to 3D. He is also a performing 
and writing member of the comedy troupe “MooseStache”

Megan Minto (SHARON)
In addition to An Ordinary Family, Megan Minto has recently appeared in two short films by 
Austin-based filmmakers, worked on a world premiere play for Austin's Frontera Fest 
entitled What You Touch Is Gold, and most recently acted in and produced the short "Case 
File: The Smell of Lorne".

Laurie Coker (SARAH/MOM)
Laurie Coker appeared in feature films Tom's Wife, The King, Artois the Goat, and most 
recently a pilot for web series, Shady, Texas which won
an award at the 2010 Los Angeles film festival. She is a voiceover talent for children's 
videos and has starred in numerous stage productions in Austin, Georgetown and 
Lockhart including Love Letters, Death of a Salesman and Painting Churches. She has 
been an Austin resident for over 40 years where as a single parent she raised two sons 

and a daughter while working in the field of public health, acting, painting, and writing poetry and 
short stories.
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ABOUT THE CREW

Mike Akel (Writer/Director)
Mike Akelʼs experience as a writer/director and producer include a number of short films 
and two award winning feature films. His first feature film, BUTCHERS 15, starring Chris 
Mass (CHALK), Tony Hale (Arrested Development) and Akel himself is an hilarious film 
about a tennis competition to win a trailer home. Think ʻHands on a Hard Bodyʼ meets 
ʻWaiting for Guffmanʼ. Mikeʼs last feature, CHALK was nominated for an Independent Spirit 
Award, aired on the Sundance Channel and was released theatrically in over 50 markets 
nationwide. CHALK is currently airing on the STARZ network.  Mike also teaches digital 
filmmaking at the Kinkaid School in Houston, TX where he lives with his wife Kim.

CREDITS AND AWARDS

CHALK
Independent Spirit Award Nominee
Winner “Grand Jury Award” and “Audience Award” Austin Film Festival
Winner Grand Jury Award Independent Film Festival of Boston
Winner “Best Ensemble” Los Angeles Film Festival
Winner “Best Comedy” Cinequest Film Festival
Winner “Audience Award” Jacksonville Film Festival
Winner “Best Ensemble” Florida Film Festial
Winner “Grand Jury Award” Athens Film Festival
Winner “Best Ensemble” StarzDenver Film Festival

Matt Patterson (Writer/Producer)
Matt started his career as a camera assistant in and around L.A.. Upon moving to Austin, 
TX he became the creative director for a large organization where he was responsible for 
the writing/producing and directing of over 165 short films over a period of five years. 

Having thoroughly exhausted short film production he now uses his experience working 
under budget and time constraints for narrative features and commercials. His most recent 
credits include co-writing and producing AN ORDINARY FAMILY, and co-writing, producing 
and lensing the sci-tech thriller DRAGON DAY which is currently in post production. 

Matt is also developing several scripts for production, two of which he will direct. He is also 
eagerly collaborating on the next ʻMike Akelʼ project.
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David Blue Garcia (Director of Photography)
As a cinematographer David has traveled the world with his work on films, commercials 
and documentaries. His feature lensing credits include ARTOIS THE GOAT, PARADISE 
RECOVERED and now AN ORDINARY FAMILY. He has also worked as a cameraman for 
numerous television programs including the Ironman Triathlon in Hawaii, E:60 for ESPN 
and THE DAILY SHOW. David continues to work freelance in shooting, editing and motion 
graphics, and is entering commercial directing. He is based out of Austin, TX.

David Fabelo (Editor)
After a brief stint in Los Angeles running with the big kids, David Fabelo has carved out a 
burgeoning independent editing career from his hometown of Austin, TX.

His first narrative feature was Spencer Parsons' broken romantic comedy I'll Come 
Running, which debuted at the 2008 LA Film Festival.  He also served as associate editor 
on Margaret Brown's award winning documentary The Order of Myths (Sundance 2008). 
Other editing credits include John Bryant's award winning road comedy The Overbrook 
Brothers (SXSW 2009), Mike Dolan's thriller Dance With The One (SXSW 2010), and Kyle 
Henry's gang-bang farce Fourplay: Tampa, which was the only American short film featured 
at this year's Cannes Director's Fortnight.

David also directed the award winning short Test Day and is currently in post-production on 
his next short film.

Evan Jacobs (Music/Score)
As a musician, Evan has played with the Polyphonic Spree, Midlake and his current band, 
Tacks, The Boy Disaster. This is his first film score.

#  #  #  #
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STATEMENTS

MIKE AKEL – Director/Writer

WHY – AN ORDINARY FAMILY?
I would have to say that the story of AN ORDINARY FAMILY chose me and was birthed out 
of my close friendships with both Christian and homosexuals and homosexual Christians.  
Homosexuality in the church is probably the most divisive issue in the “fly over states” 
today.  I found myself being drawn to tell an intimate story where a man of the cloth is 
forced to wrestle with his beliefs, not in the pulpit dissecting scripture, but at the dinner 
table while breaking bread with his gay brother and unannounced boyfriend in tow.  I mean 
come on, what filmmaker wouldn’t want to make a low budget indie gay ‘drama-with-
comedy’ religious family film?  Is this not a film marketer’s dream?  This remains to be 
seen.  But for people I knew, this was a very real and very important and timely issue and I 
felt the need to put this story to paper and ultimately on film.

In a sense, our film is a different “coming out” story.  Most “coming out” films center on 
the gay character dealing with problems of acceptance by the family and loved ones.  In 
AN ORDINARY FAMILY, I wanted to also emphasize the problems of the loved ones and/or 
immediate family members who aren’t so quick to embrace this new revelation and are 
grappling with their own personal issues.  Perhaps for the first time now, they are forced to 
deal with situations that they thought they would never had to deal with.  It’s funny, 
strange and often ironic, when those issues are right up in your face in your own family.  I 
wanted to capture those awkward moments and the process by which individuals use 
when suddenly forced to deal with a reality that will change their life forever.

CALLING GOOGLE EARTH
My approach to the story was similar to a Google Earth search.  I wanted to make a film 
that zoomed beyond the satellite view of political rallies on capital lawns, clicking even 
closer through crowded streets adorned with religious symbols and rainbow stickers.  And 
finally arriving at the front door of a vacation home where a family is unpacking their 
bags…full of clothes and unresolved issues.  “Roll Camera!”  Two questions that I wanted 
to explore in AN ORDINARY FAMILY were:
1. Can a homosexual worship God?
2. Can a minister drink beer in a gay bar without changing his beliefs?

WORKING WITH ACTORS
I love working with actors.  Being an actor myself, I believe at the center of cinematic 
storytelling is the heart of the actor.  Everything begins from there.  The lighting, camera, 
sound, etc…is in service to capturing the emotional truth exhaled through the actors.  I like 
to give a ton of ownership to the actors from the beginning stages of story development 
through the final day of shooting.  I actually need them to collaborate with me!  I’ve 
learned that I’m a better director when I own less and share more.  
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For example, after my co-writer, Matt Patterson and I developed our outline I flew to New 
York to work with the four main actors on their character storylines and scenes.  During 
that week we were able to solidify back-stories, emotional objectives and key scenes for 
each character.   

One of my greatest joys during the shoot was my daily meeting with the actors in our 
“Story Room.”  I’m a teacher and I’m obsessed with Dry Erase Boards, so we had a board 
filled with every scene in the film and with the help of our script supervisor, each actor was 
responsible for tracking their individual storylines from beginning to end.  We would review 
the character through lines and discuss what scenes were coming up.  This time allowed 
for each actor to fight for scenes or moments that they felt we needed in order to better 
the story.  Some scenes were created and deleted in our “Story Room.” 

One thing I hope audiences take away from this film is the imposing question…  “Do you 
want to be right or do you want a relationship?” 

MATT PATTERSON – Writer/Producer:

THE CREATIVE PROCESS AND ACTUALLY MAKING THE FILM
Mike and I had known each other for a while and been involved in pitching some projects together, 
but had not yet been able to work together professionally until he called me about this idea he wanted 
to run by me.  We began writing AN ORDINARY FAMILY immediately with the crazy goal to finish 
writing and pre-production by may and start shooting in June - and it was already February!

Working with a budget in mind we incorporated my 70/30 rule, where 70% of the film must 
take place in and around one location to make it financially feasible.  Once we locked the 
lake house as our main location the writing began to explode, being filled by moments of 
family talent shows, pranks and hot tub confessions.  Under it all was the tension between 
the brothers - our ticking time bomb. 

SOMETHING SPECIAL BEGAN TO EMERGE
Pretty soon the film became something really special to all of us while writing.  For me, I 
was trying to make something for all of my friends and family that live on either side of this 
issue.  I wanted to have the voices for the ones that are fighting for their relationships 
regardless of ideological or theological differences.  And I wanted the voices to be heard 
for those that choose not to fight or choose to run away or even push the other person 
away.  I wanted to see if it was possible to find a middle ground of love - one that would 
allow the characters to retain their individual beliefs, and yet act differently toward others 
about them. 

HONING IN ON THAT STORY
One of the great joys of working with Mike is that he doesn’t want to hold on to anything 
too tightly.  After our storyline began fleshing out, he emailed the key actors and we began 
an amazing dialogue about who they were, and how the story wrapped around them as 
people, not characters.  After Mike took a trip to New York to workshop with them, we 
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collected everyone’s notes and worked and reworked the story until it became a multi-
faceted character study of a family with normal issues at the tipping point.  Knowing the 
actors we were writing for truly helped sculpt the story as much as our imaginations did.  
And the actors even came up with scene ideas and moments we never would have on our 
own.

REAL LIFE
The choice to make one of the brothers a priest and the other gay was not an intentional 
metaphor for American culture wars - it’s just who they were.  From the beginning, the idea 
was to make a film that started with people with labels that slowly get erased as you get to 
know them.  It’s like real life.  We also wanted to see what it looked like to see two people 
on supposedly opposite ends of the ideological spectrum attempt to love each other 
without sacrificing their core beliefs.  This concept was fueled by a comment made by our 
Executive Producer, Steve Markham, asking, “Do you want to be right, or have a 
relationship?”  This question stayed with me and informed every moment in the writing 
process and became the hinge quote of the movie.

I couldn’t be more proud of the film, and inside of that the integrity and passion of the 
crew and talent.  The performances feel so real and effortless that it’s hard to imagine the 
work it took to pull it off.  And that’s a good thing.  Once more people see this film I know 
that A-list actors are going to be clamoring over themselves to work with Mike and his 
unique style of filmmaking.  Who wouldn’t want to work in a space where they are honored 
as craftsmen and allowed to sit at the table while creating it?  I’m thankful I was invited 
myself.  Seconds please!
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ACTORS STATEMENTS

From Troy Schremmer (Thomas)
On working with his real-life wife on screen: “Fighting with Jonny (Janelle) is much, much 
more fun with a room full of cameras than it is in real life.  Itʼs safer, for one thing, because 
of all the witnesses.  Plus, weʼve got a director in the room to tell us when to stop or when 
weʼre getting too dull.  And if we screw up and say something really out of line, we can just 
go back and start over again.  I highly recommend it to any couple whoʼs looking for a little 
therapy or to spice things up a little bit”

On working with his real-life son on screen: “Thomas and Jack sharing the bathroom and 
shaving together is my favorite little moment in the film.  It wasnʼt rehearsed or planned out. 
We just set it up and started to play. Huck was very laid back about it.  He didnʼt need any 
help putting on the shaving cream or rinsing off his spoon.  He just did it.  Iʼm standing there 
watching this little man take care of his business, shoot the breeze, get ready for the day. 
No big deal.  For me, itʼs a real moment from my family life —from my life with Huck.  Mike 
wanted a simple scene between father and son and we landed on this particular activity 
because Huck and I used to do this quite a lot as a fun game in the bathroom.  We  
recreated the scene and recorded it for this make-believe world but itʼs very real to me.  
This film is a ʻhome-movieʼ for me in the best sense of the word.  It captures my family at 
this very precious time in our lives: our little boyʼs last summer before starting kindergarten.  
I watch the footage and think, Look at us playing in this big, wonderful mansion out on the 
lake.”

On shooting the hot tub scenes: “Shooting the night scenes in the hot-tub was very fun.  
Except for the high-fructose-corn-syrup-pineapple-flavored mixed drinks.  They were awful 
and we all complained about it quite a bit.  A couple of us got headaches.  I think Chad 
went blind for a few minutes.”

On a fun day at the pool with the DP: “The footage of Seth and William playing with the 
kids in the pool always makes me smile.  I went along when that was filmed to get some 
pool-time and play with Huck and Rachel between takes. It was supposed to be a couple of 
shots of them running and jumping into the pool but David (our DP) remembered that he 
just happened to have his underwater camera with him.  I expected him to pull out all kinds 
of gear and fancy underwater machinery.  Instead, he took out a tiny little camera about the 
size of my cell phone.  He jumped in the pool and started shooting footage of the kids 
playing with Chad and Greg.  That is, he was lying on the bottom of the pool and swimming 
around underwater with his little camera.  Usually on set David didnʼt smile a whole lot.  But 
there at the pool heʼd come up for air and look at a quick playback on his mini-super-
underwater-camera and heʼd smile real big (not in a creepy way--- more like a kid whoʼs 
found a lost toy) and then heʼd go back underwater.  We spent a lot longer at the pool that 
afternoon than was originally planned.  Not that any of us minded.”
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From Greg Wise (Seth)
On how he came to be in this project "In January of 2010, Mike came over to my house 
and said he had an idea for a story...he didn't know what exactly he wanted to say, but he 
wanted it to be about family and how the modern family deals with modern conflicts, 
particularly that of homosexuals finding their place in their biological families.  Loving one 
another, even when you don't see eye to eye.  This was so appealing to me, because it's 
not exclusively about sexuality, it's about the ability to love--despite all the differences, big 
and small between us.  How do we love?  This was the conversation we had and after 
many, many meetings, emails, texts, and scouring of other films, sources, books, plays -- 
the core of An Ordinary Family was born."

On why he took the role "I took on the role of Seth simply because Mike asked me and I'd 
been eager to get on film, having spent a lifetime (thus far) devoted to the stage.  Not to 
mention the idea of working with many dear friends from grad school days at UT...  I can't 
think of a better way to work, create, and collaborate than with the team we assembled.  
Plus, the opportunity to work with my daughter on set was a real treat!"

On what it was like to work with Mike and the team “Collaborative.  From the construct of 
the characters to major plot points, we hunkered down for a week up in NYC, where we 
met up with Chad and stayed up late many nights with wine, laughing and so many hours 
of talk--creating backstory, history for all of our characters.  Developing truths.  This is the 
best part of working with Mike.  His sense of humor, ability to bring people onto the same 
page, and give us all the freedom to create--this is his greatest gift."

On the hard parts "The hardest part was also one of the most rewarding parts of the shoot:  
it was the fight with Thomas. You read something like that as an actor and then the wheels 
start turning--what can I bring to the table? What do I want from my brother?  How will I get 
Thomas to accept me without condition/judgment--is this even possible?  Fortunately, my 
Mother was on set that day of the shoot and was a huge moral support for me--even 
equipping me with scripture to zap back at Thomas should he get all "religious" on me.  
Troy (Thomas) and I had come with the idea that we were returning from a run, where I 
beat him, of course!  We wanted to be "in the moment" and set ourselves inside our 
separate cars off-camera and baked ourselves in the Texas heat...producing copious 
amounts of sweat and frustration.  A good fuel for the scene. Troy and I were really goading 
each other in the scene, surprising each other with word choices.  I think this is where I 
pulled out that he told me I could never tell Dad--and Troy being a good partner, went with 
it.  These are the moments you dream about as an actor."

On the lighter side "One of the funniest scenes that I think a portion made it into the film is 
when Chad (William) and myself come back late and share some ice cream in the kitchen 
with Jonny (Mattie).  Just before we went into the kitchen, Chad and I are waiting outside 
and an enormous bug flies up Chad's nose--then they yell "ACTION!"  Chad just went with 
it and I was a laughing mess as we entered."
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"Also, any scene with Steven (Chris) was a veritable surprise of what would come out of his 
mouth next!"
 

From Janelle Schremmer (Mattie)
on acting with her husband... and herself - “I'm basically Mattie in real life, minus the daughter, 
so it was fun for me to speak my mind on a subject I've been talking about for years.  I 
remember shooting the scene with Troy in Thomas and Mattie's bedroom (which was 
actually me and Troy's bedroom for those three weeks in Texas) sorting our actual laundry 
while arguing about his brother Seth's relationship with William.  Troy knew just what to say 
to raise my blood pressure, like bringing up "church history" as an argument against 
homosexuality.  And while in real life Troy and I see eye to eye on this issue, as Mattie I 
enjoyed making Thomas uncomfortable by telling him to quit picturing Seth and William 
having sex.  Because isn't that what this is all about?  Me and Mattie think so.”

on realizing her character might have a drinking problem- “I remember one day we were shooting 
a bunch of different scenes and getting mixed up on what day it was in the story of the 
movie.  It suddenly became clear that this was my character Mattie's day: drinking a Bloody 
Mary with William in the afternoon, followed by some white wine with Sarah and Sharon, 
followed by margaritas during family games night, and then ending the day with cocktails in 
the hot tub with the grownups.  A little concerned that Mattie had become an alcoholic on 
this family vacation, we decided to cut the margaritas.  Still, this girl can drink.”

Steven Schaefer (Chris):
on why he took the role of Chris - “I worked on Chalk as the DP so I've known Akel for a few years now.  
I'm not very good at it, but I'm great at distracting people and sucking them in to my BS, so naturally, 
Akel saw my potential as an actor I guess...  Being able to work with the Schremmers and Akel again 
was another variable I couldn't overlook.  They're just so damn fun.”

on his favoritee part of filming - “Feeling like a loud mouthed cussing child surrounded by 
adults and not getting smacked.  It was great!  Oh, also, I loved the crew.  I love hanging 
with film crews, I come from behind the camera so I relate to their sweat and B.O.”

on working within Mike’s unique style -  “I was already adjusted to working on a Mike Akel 
film.  I knew what to expect.  It felt seamless, comfortable and there was a steady friendly 
energy the entire time.”

when asked the hardest part of making the movie - “Man, I don't know.  I love this stuff.  
The hardest part was probably dealing with Texas bugs..  I opened my big mouth and told 
everyone I have a small fear of insects...  Big mistake on a set full of comedians.”

From Megan Minto (Sharon):
on having creative freedom - “I was thrilled to be asked to join the cast of An Ordinary Family 
because I enjoyed Mike's previous film, Chalk, so much. I loved Johnny and Troy's acting in 
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that film, and was stoked to have the opportunity to work with them. As it transpired, I 
ended up loving everyone in the cast and crew! I feel so lucky to have had the chance to be 
a part of this wonderful group of professionals. Typically actors are forced to stick strictly to 
a director's vision of the character and arch of the story, but this film was very collaborative, 
so each actor had more creative input in developing relationships and story lines. I felt like 
my unique voice was being heard in more than just my character. It was an exciting 
process. And, over the three weeks of shooting, I really began to think of these quirky and 
sweet folks as my not-so-ordinary family.”

From Laurie Coker (Mom):
on lucking out with her ‘family’ - “When I began working on the role of Sarah, it was like walking 
into a world already created by Matt and Mike.  All I had to do was bring myself into it. Having raised 
two sons who are, as Frost might say, "having a lover's quarrel with the world," I fit right in, now didn't 
I?  It has been months since I've seen Seth or Thomas, but I still feel a little like their mother and keep 
wondering why they don't call more often! Or at least send the grandchildren to spend a weekend. 
Thank goodness for William -- now HE keeps in touch and that makes getting up in the morning 
worthwhile!  But to be honest, my favorite "son" is Chris.  He is such a doodle, always making me 
laugh, especially carpooling to locations.  He's that son-in-law you always feared your only daughter 
might marry and then thank your lucky stars she did.”

#  #  #  #
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A Few Press Clippings

“The film is quietly affecting as it gently merges family drama with many nicely realized 

comedic moments...The ensemble very much convinces you that they are a family, and you 

wouldn’t mind being invited to their next summer outing.”

- Kirk Honeycutt, THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“If you love independent film, An Ordinary Family is a film that makes you remember the 

reasons why. It is a film and a story with substance that has the ability to not only entertain 

you, but also to move you emotionally.”

-Laurie Curtis, TONIGHT AT THE MOVIES

“Director Mike Akel’s pacing shows a confidence that refuses to push the story or the 

agenda ahead of its right time. As a result, “An Ordinary Family” has an undeniable beauty 

that should succeed in touching everyone with whom it comes into contact.”

-Elliot V. Kotek, MOVING PICTURES MAGAZINE

“An Ordinary Family [finds] itself comfortably in a genre defying place where the true art of 

indie film often occurs.  Not simply a faith based film, not simply a GLBT film, not only a 

comedy, not only a drama, but rather, An Ordinary Family is a story, one with compelling 

characters and vibrant performances all while facing issues that need to be part of the 

dialogue we have as adults.  I simply cannot recommend this film strongly enough, figure 

out a way to see it, you will be glad you did.”

- Eric Shlapack EXAMINER.COM

"To briefly sum up, "An Ordinary Family" is a cross between "Modern Family" meets 
"Guess Who's Coming to Dinner"
-Lori Huck, YAHOO! MOVIES
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END CREDITS

Produced and Directed by
Mike Akel

Written by
Mike Akel & Matt Patterson

Produced by
Matt Patterson

Executive Producers
Karen Markham
Steve Markham
Jeffrey Travis

Director of Photography
David Blue Garcia

Production Designer
Stephen Fay

Film Editor
David Fabelo

Line Producer
Michael Kistner

Associate Producer
Richard C. Jones

Story Consultants
Troy Schremmer

Janelle Schremmer
Greg Wise
Chad Miller

Music Composer
Evan Jacobs

Unit Production Manager
Hayley Denny

Production Coordinator
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Tracy Medberry

First Assistant Director
Melissa Dalley

Second Assistant Director
Drew Saplin

Script Supervisor
Amy Patterson

CAST
(In order of Appearance)

$ Thomas$ Troy Schremmer
$ Annie$ Rachel Wise
$ Jack$ Huck Scnremmer
$ Seth$ Greg Wise
$ William$ Chad Anthony Miller
$ Sharon! Megan Minto
$ Chris$ Steven Schaefer
$ Sarah$ Laurie Coker
$ Mattie$ Janelle Schremmer
$ "Bear Bouncer"$ Rocky Conly
$ Club DJ$ D.J. Castillo
$ Bartender$ Richard C. Jones
$ Hunk at Bar! Chris Stout
$ Girl at Bar! Tray Medberry
! Cage Dancer$ Kim Masi
$ Rector! Mike Chapman
$ Vestry Member 1! Charley Devaney
! Vestry Member 2! Greg Grooms
! Vestry Member 3! Joe Ricks
! Vestry Member 4! Ryan Greene
! Vivien !Deanna Ricks
! Priest! Bill Taylor!
! Vestry Member 5! Tom Elia!
! Vestry Member 6! Scott Harris!
! Church Friend at Bar! Jon Davis!
! Erin! Shannon Haragan!
! Bearded Friend at Pier! John Merriman!
! Tall Friend at Pier! Paul Gordon!
! Single at the Park! Drew Saplin!
! Single at the Park! Hayley Denny !
! Single at the Park! James Staats
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BACKGROUND

! Frances N. Rawles$ Tracy Bethel$
$ Todd Norey $ Matson Duncan$
$ Margarita Arredando$ Tina Arredando$
$ Victoria Arredando$ Thomas Ainsworth$
$ Ellen C. Johnson$ Eugene Smith$
$ Tori Campbell$ Dylan Neal$
$ Richard Waterhouse-Leal$ Tony Waterhouse-Leal$
$ Keith Sommer$ Tanis Sommer$
$ Tatum Sommer$ Andrew Minnick$
$ Emily Eddings$ Austin Daniels$
$ Emily Daniels$ Mandy McCorkindale$
$ Bobby Warren$ Stefanie Vela
$ Robert Sear$ Kenneth C. Liverman$
$ Terry McCrory $ Carl White$
$ Jesus Espinoza$ Tawanda Young$
$ April Dixon$ Eustacio Rios$
$ Charles E. Foster$ Mattie Darden$
$ Candice Darden$ Candace Grigsby$
$ Cullen Corvan$ Renee Stairs$
$ Jimme Baker III$ Heath Allyn$
$ Brea Marsh$ Marissa Stewart$
$ Matt Hudson$ Max Kruemcke$
$ Zach Leos$ Sean Foster$
$ Margaret Kane$ Carla Maria Smith$
$ Robert Allen$ Loren Grush
$ Dan Eggleston$ Kim Akel

PRODUCTION

$ D.P. / Camera A Operator$ David Blue Garcia$
$ Camera B Operator$ Jeff Greilich$
$ Camera C Operator/1st A.C.$ Rocky Conly$
$ 2nd A.C.$ Andrew Kelleher

$ Key Grip $ James Staats

$ Sound Mixer$ Greg Armstrong$
$ Boom Operator$ Patrick Wylie

$ Asst. Art Director$ Dan Saner
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$ Set Dresser$ Nicole Garcia$
$ Set Dresser$ Jennifer Saenz

$ Key P.A.$ D.J. Castillo$
$ Production Assistant$ Andrew Crislip$
$ Production Assistant$ Scott Phillips$
$ Vocal Coach$ Jennifer Wise

$ Kid Wranglers$ Fran Rawles
$ $ Linda Hutchison

 

POST PRODUCTION

$ Editor$ David Fabelo
$ Assistant Editor$ Lee Rothenflue$
$ Colorist$ Brandon Thomas
$
$ Sound Editor$ Gopal Bidari$
$ Sound Re-Recording Mixer$ Chris Keyland

$ Music Supervisor$ Ryan Greene

MUSIC

$ Original Score$ Evan Jacobs$
$ Additional Musicians$ Tony Rogers
$ $ George Shalda
$ $ Kyle Thompson
$ $ Jeff Klein

$ Recording Studio$ Bear Dog Recording
$ $ Jungleman Recording Studio

$ Mixed by $ Evan Jacobs
$ $ George Shalda

$ Mastered by $ George Shalda

“Smooth Juke”
Performed by Backslash Done

Written by Matt Patterson

“Rockets”
By Molecular Sounds
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Courtesy of Molecular Sounds

“Go Back” (Instrumental Version)
Performed by Tacks, the Boy Disaster

Written by Evan Jacobs
courtesy of Ark Recordings

"We Will All Be Changed"
Written and Performed by Seryn

Courtesy of Velvet Blue Music/Spune
Published by Terrorbird Media

“Grand Hotel”
Performed by Tacks, the Boy Disaster

Written by Evan Jacobs
courtesy of Ark Recordings

"I Love You, Today and Every Day"
Written and Performed by 

Troy Schremmer and Huck Schremmer

"Come Thou Fount of Every Blessing"
Written by Robert Robinson
Performed by Greg Wise, 

Megan Minto and Troy Schremmer

"Grandma"
Written and Performed by 

Steven Schaefer

"How Great Thou Art"
Lyrics by Carl Gustav Boberg and Stuart K. Hine

Performed by Troy Schremmer

"Pass Me Not, O Gentle Savior"
Lyrics by Francis J. Crosby
Music by William H. Doane
Performed by Greg Wise

“Painting Pictures in the Dark”
Performed by Tacks, the Boy Disaster

Written by Evan Jacobs
courtesy of Ark Recordings

CATERING
DeeDeeʼs Tacos and More - Lago Vista, TX
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SET COMMUNICATIONS PROVIDED BY
Jabberwalkie

GRIP/ELECTRIC PROVIDED BY
Benjamin Tubb

THANKS
Jabberwalkie

The City of Austin
Point Venture

Chipotle
St. Davidʼs Episcopal Church

The Pier on Lake Travis
Kiss & Fly Nightclub

The Draughthouse Pub & Brewery
Romeoʼs Italian Grill & Bar

SPECIAL THANKS
Amanda and Kim

David Reed
Lynn Turner

Jonathan McVay
Justin Girdler

TJ and Renee Cummins
Lisa Kay Pfannenstiel

Robert Allen
Amy Teel

Renee Lockey
Pat and DeeDee Sanchez

Ernie Villarreal
Josh Wilson

The Austin Film Society
TXMPA

IndieGoGo
Todd and Kim Garza

Matt Kruse
Shalyn Bridges

Clint, Phyllis, Bian and Jacob Miller
Dottie and Ron Cox

Richard Allday
Amy L. Washburn

Donnie Fricks
Mike Kistner
Ellen Little

Seyi and Jason White
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Shelby Rogers
Rod Oblander

The Helble Family
All the extras at the capital scene (that we cut)

VERY SPECIAL THANKS
Steve and Karen Markham
Lew and Suzanne Edison

Richard and Meagan Jones
Jeffrey and Stephanie Travis

Dallas and Leslie Mabry
Casey and Marta Davis
Carlos and Jen Rubio

Robert and Caitlin Allbright
Josh Jones

Ryan Greene

Filmed in Lago Vista and Austin, TX

Beyond Belief Film, LLC is the author of this motion picture for the purpose of copyright and 
other laws.

This motion picture is protected pursuant to the provisions of the laws of the United States 
of America and other countries. Any unauthorized duplication, distribution and/or exhibition 

of this motion picture may result in civil liability and criminal prosecution.

Characters and incidents portrayed and the names herein are fictitious, and any similarity 
to the name, character or history of any person is entirely coincidental and unintentional.

No animals were harmed in the making of this film.

© 2011 Beyond Belief Film, LLC.  All Rights Reserved.

Produced by Matter Media Studios

#  #  #  #
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#  #  #  #

FIlm/Traffic contact information

Producer
Matt Patterson
(310)8435-6485
Matt@AnOrdinaryFamily.com
matt@MatterMS.com

Please call or email to set up any interviews or with any questions regarding the film or 
people involved.  Director, writers, and most actors are available for one on one or group  
interviews during festivals or over the phone or through email in between.

general questions: info@AnOrdinaryFamily.com 

film links:

Website: http://AnOrdinaryFamily.com
twitter: http://twitter.com/OrdinaryFam
facebook: http://facebook.com/AnOrdinaryFam
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